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ABSTRACT
The characterization of coupled plasmonic systems
by
Britain Willingham
In this thesis numerical methods are used to understand the individual and collec-
tive optical response of metal nanoparticles (MNPs). In particular, finite 1D assem-
blies of MNPs are characterized by analytical solutions to Maxwell’s equations. Small
particle solutions such as the well-established plasmon hybridization scheme as well
as a novel circuit model explaining the intrinsic mechanisms of free electron dynam-
ics help to characterize the optical response of single and coupled MNPs. Complex
systems of closely spaced MNPs with small interparticle gaps are studied with the
help of full scattering solutions to Maxwell’s equations. It is shown that higher order
plasmon modes facilitate strong near-fields between MNPs, and in linear chains foster
specific optical attributes which are present in more complex systems, playing a key
role in energy propagation along practical MNP waveguides.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) have been around for some time [1,2] and their properties
have been well studied and documented within the literature [3,4]. Substantial efforts
have shown that MNPs stand as promising components in future optical devices [5,6]
with a broad range of applications [7]. From chemical [8] and biological sensing [9]
to imaging [10], metamaterials [11–14] and waveguiding [15, 16], the rapid expansion
of research in the field of nanophotonics has given rise to an unquestionable need
for the optical characterization of MNPs [17]. As experimental techniques capable
of systematically imaging and spectroscopically identifying individual [18] as well
as collections [19] of MNPs of varying size [20] and shape [21, 22] become better
established, a need for theoretical calculations [23] which act to quantify or predict a
system’s optical properties is necessary.
1.2 Background
Within solid-state physics, the optical response of a metal can be viewed as one which
results from intrinsic properties [3] like density [24], static conductivity [25] or the
2relaxation of conduction electrons [26]. Absent microscopic theories based upon the
atomic morphology of metals [27,28] or the periodic nature of its crystallinity [29,30],
our knowledge of a metal’s internal structure is predominantly phenomenological [31].
Optical measurements on thin metallic films [32–35] have helped to establish the bulk
metallic or macroscopic variables which on average represent these microscopic prop-
erties. Surprisingly, when considering a cluster of the same atoms forming a MNP
of sufficient size (larger than about 10 nm) [3], the representation of intrinsic mech-
anisms by the use of bulk properties has resulted in remarkable agreement between
experimental measurements and theoretical predictions [17, 21, 36]. As MNP sizes
diminish [37], the macroscopic picture must give way to more appropriate quan-
tum descriptions [38–40]. Nevertheless, the difficulty in deciphering optical measure-
ments which include artifacts from quantum mechanical effects [41] is unnecessary
when an accurate depiction of a MNP’s optical response can be produced by purely
classical means [42]. Therefore, development of simple classical models [43, 44] and
solutions [2, 4] that result in optical spectrum consistent with experimental mea-
surements, yet which sidestep the difficulties surrounding self-consistent solutions to
Schro¨dinger’s equation, is of substantial use for future studies.
Though the importance of a metal’s intrinsic response to light cannot be stressed
enough, in the fields of nanophotonics and plasmonics a large interest is in the design
of MNPs to redirect [45] and harness [46] light at specific wavelengths. Extrinsic
effects [3] which occur by tuning a MNP’s size and shape as well as its local en-
3vironment [47–49] allow for variable usability in materials and applications. Prime
examples are well known, one of which is stained glass [50], where color variations
occur due to viewing scattered light at angles different from light transmission, where
wavelengths are absorbed by an embedded MNP matrix. Photo-thermal cancer treat-
ments [51, 52] also take advantage of MNP’s unique extrinsic properties. Here, large
absorption cross-sections [53] lead to heat generation [54], precise targeting, and sub-
sequent destruction of harmful tissue.
A common theme underlying the optical properties of MNPs of different shape,
size, and composition is the established notion that they are dominated by the collec-
tive response of the metal’s conduction electrons [24]. Electromagnetic waves incident
on a MNP surface act to set up coherent oscillations of loosely bound electrons, analo-
gous to a periodically driven damped harmonic oscillator [55], or the current response
of an RLC-circuit [56]. These resonance phenomena, termed plasmons [32, 57], effi-
ciently convert optical energy to mechanical motion [15] and when driven at the
correct frequency lead to peaks in the absorption spectrum which has a profile deter-
mined by the intrinsic structure of the MNP in question.
A simple classical model of a MNP is to consider its size to be much smaller than
the incident wavelength of light [58], and for its intrinsic mechanisms to be governed
by the bulk metallic response. Here, phase retardation due to the finite size of the
MNP as well as radiative reaction forces [59] due to the momentum of emitted pho-
tons [60] play an insignificant role, whereby the energy contained within magnetic
4fields is completely neglected. The electrostatic equations [61] which govern the op-
tical properties of MNPs within this quasi-static or Rayleigh regime [4] result in a
picture of plasmons painted as self-sustained deformations of an incompressible and
irrotational electron gas [62]. Owing to this incompressible nature, the effect of such
deformations results in the appearance of a finite charge density at the MNP sur-
face. When driven by optical means, these localized surface plasmons are responsible
for the electric fields located near MNP boundaries. As will be shown in chapter 2,
Coulombic interactions between oscillating surface charges resulting from MNP plas-
mon modes placed in close proximity to one another facilitates strong absorption of
light, often at multiple frequencies corresponding to hybridization between the prim-
itive plasmon modes [44, 62, 63]. At MNP junctions this strong absorption precludes
intense electromagnetic near-fields which show a strong dependence upon junction
size, interparticle distance as well as MNP shape [64].
As will be shown in chapter 3, small particle solutions based on the electrostatic
limitations [65] previously mentioned offer keen insight into factors which can dic-
tate the dynamics of both single and coupled MNP plasmons. However, as MNP
sizes grow the quasi-static assumptions, where near-fields constitute the only means
of interaction, begin to lose their validity [66]. Oscillating charge gives rise to time-
dependent current density which varies spatially. Finite dipoles [67] as well as higher
order electric and magnetic modes now occur, and have amplitudes that depend not
only on the MNP shape but also size. Coulomb fields are replaced with full vec-
5tor wave functions [68] which describe propagating transverse waves emanating from
each MNP [69]. These radiative interactions enable many of todays nanophotonic
applications under study. Fano line-shapes [70,71] seen in ring-disk structures [72,73]
(among others) [74] are thought to rely on the interaction of a localized plasmon mode
with that of the hybridized structure’s scattering pseudo-continuum while gaps within
split-ring resonators [75] and satellite structures [76] result in circular displacement
current [77], giving rise to optical moments able to magnetically couple to incident
light. In chapter 4, scattered fields will also be shown to play a key role in receiv-
ing and transporting optical information below light’s diffraction limit [78]. Here,
transmission lines composed of MNPs propagate energy via evanescent near-fields by
maximizing the hybridization between higher order modes [63], while suppressing the
loss due to far-field scattering from a waveguide’s dipole response [79].
Many practical applications, such as surface enhanced spectroscopies [80], derive
from a nanostructure’s ability to localize energy and enhance fields between junc-
tions formed by constituent MNPs. To maximize the advantage of this unique ar-
tifact, experiments which include a bottom-up [81–83] approach are used to place
closely spaced, chemically synthesized MNPs into complex structures. Using tem-
plates constructed by top-down methods [84, 85], pre-designed formations of MNPs
can then harness the strong plasmonic coupling and unique optical properties [19]
of self-assembled [86–88], closely packed MNP systems. To quantify the plasmonic
nature of these systems, dark-field scattering [89] and photo-thermal absorption ex-
6periments [90] are used to measure their optical response. Numerical methods such
as grid based solutions to Maxwell’s equations like the finite-difference-time-domain
(FDTD) method [91] are often looked upon to predict or characterize the nature
of spectral peaks, scattering intensities, or near-field enhancements within MNP as-
semblies [92]. For systems of limited size and complexity FDTD often well describes
their observed optical response, but for larger systems is incapable of performing such
calculations due to the large amount of resources required for their execution. Here,
analytical scattering solutions [93], which have been proven to be robust within single
MNP studies [17] offer swift solutions to Maxwell’s equations, and in chapters 4 and 5
will be used to optically characterize large ensembles of MNPs [94] as well as perform
full waveguiding simulations of energy transport along collections numbering in the
thousands of MNPs [6].
1.3 Specific aims
The objective of this work is to characterize the optical properties of finite 1D assem-
blies of MNPs of different size, shape and arrangement using classical methods based
upon analytical solutions to Maxwell’s equations.
1.4 Overview
This thesis contains chapters that are based on journal publications/submissions rel-
evant to the research topic. In chapter 2 a quasi-static solution to the dynamics of
7surface plasmons within the plasmon hybridization scheme is used to characterize the
optical properties of single and coupled nanorods. In chapter 3, a circuit model of
MNPs is presented and used to further identify dynamic parameters such as the decay
time of surface plasmons as well as a brief example of proximity effects on the optical
response of touching MNPs. In chapter 4 we consider the effects of scattering on
larger MNPs arranged in linear chains and in positions determined by experiment,
identifying optical characteristics which shape the outcome of a MNP waveguide’s
response. Finally, in chapter 5 we identify the mechanism which leads to long prop-
agation lengths along linear 1D chains and determine the effects of local disorder on
the transfer of energy via near-fields within waveguiding structures.
8Chapter 2
Plasmon hybridization of nanorod dimers1
In this chapter we first review the general theory behind the plasmon hybridization
(PH) scheme for a MNP. We then investigate the dynamics of a tunable nanorod
which we define as an ellipsoidal of revolution with both longitudinal and transverse
plasmons. Using these primitive plasmon modes, we characterize the optical response
of a nanorod dimer in both parallel and axial arrangments, showing excellent agree-
ment with the grid based, finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method. The dimer
plasmon modes are found to depend sensitively on separation between the nanorods
and on their relative spatial orientation. Electric fields are calculated and show sen-
sitivity to geometry, with stronger hybridization leading to larger enhancements of
the near-field.
2.1 Why do we need tunable MNPs?
An important topic in plasmonics is the design of MNPs capable of providing large
electric field enhancements, i.e. “hot spots”, for Surface Enhanced Spectroscopies
(SES) [95]. The two major physical mechanisms contributing to the electric field
1 This chapter is based upon the manuscript entitled “Plasmon hybridization in nanorod dimers”
by Britain Willingham, Daniel Brandl, and Peter Nordlander, published in Appl. Phys. B 93, 209-
216 (2008).
9enhancements are plasmonic and lightning rod effects [96]. The plasmonic enhance-
ment occurs only for wavelengths near the plasmon energies of the MNP, while the
lightning rod contributions take place at long wavelengths where metallic screening
effectively expels electric fields from the interior of the nanostructure, concentrating
them onto their surfaces [96]. In designing efficient substrates for SES applications
one must consider tuning the plasmon energies to wavelengths where the spectroscopy
and analyte are optically active, and optimizing the structure for the largest possible
electric field enhancements.
A metallic nanorod (NR) is an example of a highly tunable MNP [97–99], with
surface plasmon energies which depend upon the aspect ratio of the NR, i.e. the
ratio of the major to minor axes [100]. NRs possess plasmon resonances in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions and give rise to large field enhancements at
their tips [101]. By considering a simple nanoparticle dimer system [102, 103], hot
spots [104] resulting from strong plasmonic coupling between two adjacent MNPs can
be easily studied.
2.2 Theory
The PH method [62] along with several applications has been well established [105],
and applied to particles that can be defined in general curvilinear coordinates [106].
Briefly, the plasmons of an individual nanoparticle are considered to be incompress-
ible deformations of the conduction electron distribution with respect to the particle’s
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oppositely charged positive background. The charge densities, no, are assumed uni-
form and the positive background is polarizable with a high-frequency permittivity,
ε∞. The nanoparticle is thought to be embedded in a dielectric medium with per-
mittivity εm. With the displacement of the conduction fluid, surface charges are
induced. These provide an electrostatic restoring force which together with the ki-
netic energy of the electrons determine the plasmon energies. The deformation fields
of the conduction electrons can be obtained from a hydrodynamic scalar potential η
which satisfies Laplace’s equation in a suitable coordinate system. For nanoparticles
that can be described in completely separable curvilinear coordinates η can be written
as [106],
η =
∑
i,j
[
S˙ij(t)F
1
ij(r1) + C˙ij(t)G
1
ij(r1)
]
F 23ij (r2, r3) (2.1)
with r1, r2, and r3 representing the three curvilinear coordinates, and where i, j label
the primitive plasmon modes. The time-dependent variables Sij and Cij describe
the amplitudes of the deformation field associated with primitive solid particle and
cavity plasmon modes, respectively. In the present application solid particles will
be considered, and for this case there is no hybridization between core and cavity
plasmons. Therefore the plasmonic eigenmodes of the system are only described by
the amplitudes, Sij .
As a consequence of the incompressibility of the electron gas, its deformation gives
rise to surface charges. For a nanoparticle with an outer surface that can be defined
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as r1 = ro, the surface charge takes the form,
σ(r23, t) =
noe
h1(ro)
∑
i,j
∂F 1ij
∂r1
∣∣∣∣
r1=ro
F 23ij (r23)Sij(t) (2.2)
where e is the electronic charge, r23 denotes the combination of the r2 and r3 coor-
dinates, and h1 is defined by the metric of the coordinate system [107]. The induced
electrostatic potential has the form
Φtot =
∑
i,j
[
AijF
1
ij(r1) +BijG
1
ij(r1)
]
F 23ij (r23), (2.3)
where the coefficients Aij and Bij can be calculated from the continuity of the elec-
trostatic potential at the surface and the discontinuity of the displacement field at a
dielectric interface,
σ =
1
4πh1
(
ε∞
∂Φin
∂r1
∣∣∣∣
r1=ro
− εm ∂Φout
∂r1
∣∣∣∣
r1=ro
)
. (2.4)
The Lagrangian for the primitive plasmon modes can be expressed in terms of
renormalized plasmon amplitudes, xij ∝ Sij , as [106],
L =
1
2
nome
∑
i,j
[
x˙2i,j − ω2i,jx2i,j
]
, (2.5)
where the energy of the plasmon resonances have the form,
ω2i,j = ω
2
B
G1ij(ro)
∂F 1ij
∂ro
ε∞G1ij(ro)
∂F 1
ij
∂ro
− εmF 1ij(ro)
∂G1
ij
∂ro
. (2.6)
In this expression ωB =
√
4πe2n0/me is the bulk plasmon frequency of the metal
expressed in terms of the effective mass me of the conduction electrons.
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For an ensemble of interacting nanoparticles the total Lagrangian is equal to the
sum of the Lagrangian for each nanoparticle plus an interaction term, Vint =
∑
q 6=k Vkq
where
Vkq =
1
2
∫∫
S
Φkσq dSq (2.7)
describes the Coulomb interaction between the primitive plasmons on particles q and
k. In the presence of this interaction, the individual nanoparticle plasmons are no
longer eigenmodes of the system but can be considered as primitive plasmon modes
that will interact, hybridize, and form collective normal modes.
2.3 Results
In this section we present results for individual NRs and interacting NR dimers. The
NRs are modeled using a bulk plasma frequency of ~ωB = 9.5 eV and a dielectric
background of ε∞ = 5.0, as appropriate for silver. Except where otherwise stated,
the nanoparticles have a constant ratio of major (= a) to minor (= b) axis, ζ = 10/3,
and are embeded in vacuum, i.e. εm = 1.0.
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D
Figure 2.1 : Schematic showing two NRs k and q in a general configuration. The
equations show how spherical coordinates for NR q (rq, θq, ϕq) are related to their
respective prolate coordinates (αq, βq, ϕq), where ϕ is the same in both prolate and
spherical representations.
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2.3.1 Plasmonic properties of individual nanorods
As shown in Fig. 2.1, in prolate spheroidal coordinates the Cartesian coordinates of
the qth MNP can be expressed as
xq =
1
2
dq sinhαq sin βq cosφq 0 ≤ αq <∞
yq =
1
2
dq sinhαq sin βq sinφq 0 ≤ βq ≤ π
zq =
1
2
dq coshαq cos βq 0 ≤ φq ≤ 2π.
By setting αq = α
o
q, a surface is defined by a set of parametric equations in βq and φq
which are obtained from
x2q + y
2
q
b2q
+
z2q
a2q
= 1, (2.8)
where aq and bq are related to the inter-focal distance dq by the relations:
aq =
1
2
dq coshα
o
q, bq =
1
2
dq sinhα
o
q, dq = 2
√
a2q − b2q .
For a solid prolate particle, the functions in Eq. (2.3) are spheroidal harmonics and
Legendre functions of the first and second kind, i.e. F 1ij(r1) = P
m
l (coshα), G
1
ij(r1) =
Qml (coshα) and F
23
ij (r23) = Ylm(β, φ). With these substitutions, the plasmon modes
of an individual NR can be evaluated directly from Eq. (2.6).
Fig. 2.2 shows the l = 1−5 plasmon energies of an individual NR for longitudinal
(m = 0) and transverse (m = 1) polarization as a function of aspect ratio. For
the longitudinal mode we observe a large monotonous redshift with increasing aspect
ratio. For the dipole mode (l = 1), this redshift can be understood simply as a
reduction in magnitude and an increased separation of the surface charges on the
opposite ends of the NR with increasing aspect ratio [106].
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(a)
m=0
(b)
m=1
Figure 2.2 : Longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) plasmon resonances of a prolate
silver NR for l = 1 (black), 2 (red), 3 (blue), 4 (green), 5 (brown) as a function of
aspect ratio.
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For transverse polarization, the plasmon modes exhibit a weaker dependence on
aspect ratio and show a qualitatively different trend. The dipolar mode exhibits a
steady blueshift for increasing aspect ratio which can be physically understood using
the same argument as for the longitudinal mode. The higher multipolar modes l ≥ 2
show a more complex behavior with initial redshifts and then blueshifts as a function
of aspect ratio. This behavior is due to the more complex surface charge distributions
associated with multipolar NR plasmons.
2.3.2 Plasmonic properties of nanorod dimers
In this section we consider two NRs at arbitrary positions whose respective origins
are separated by a distance D as shown in Fig. 2.1. We will discuss the plasmonic
properties of a NR dimer in an axially symmetric (AS) configuration where the dimer
exhibits cylindrical symmetry with an interparticle junction of lateral width 2b and
thickness D−2a. We will also study a NR dimer in parallel alignment (PA) where the
NRs are placed next to each other with a junction of lateral width 2a and thickness
D−2b. Only NRs of identical aspect ratio will be considered, where each Lagrangian
contains primitive plasmon modes up to lmax = 25 from the expansion of Eq. (2.1),
insuring sufficient convergence of all quantities considered.
For two NRs in arbitrary positions, the total electrostatic potential can be ex-
pressed as a sum of the individual potentials from each NR, Φ =
∑
k=1,2Φk where
Φk =
4π
sinhαok
∑
l,m
Rml (α
o
k, αk)
Wml (α
o
k)
Ylm(Ωk)τ˜lm,k (2.9)
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and
Rml (α
o, α) =


Qml (coshα
o)Pml (coshα), α ≤ αo
Pml (coshα
o)Qml (coshα), α ≥ αo.
The total surface charge distribution for the kth NR, τ˜lm,k can be obtained from the
discontinuity of the displacement field across the boundaries of the prolate given by
Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.4). By projecting the continuity equation onto the multipolar
components [108] we obtain,
σ˜nµ,q = [ε∞Q
µ
n(α
o
q)
∂P µn
∂αoq
− εmP µn (αoq)
∂Qµn
∂αoq
]
τ˜nµ,q
W µn (αoq)
+
(ε∞ − εm)
sinh2(αok)
∑
l,m
Pml (α
o
k)
Wml (α
o
k)
(
∂
∂αq
Jmµln )τ˜lm,k (2.10)
where Wml (α
o) is the Wronskian of the Legendre functions of the first and second
kind [109] and Jmµln is an interaction term given by,
Jmµln =
∫∫
Ω
Qml (γk)Ylm(Ωk)Ynµ(Ωq) dΩq (2.11)
The arguments of the kth NR, γk = cosh(αk(Ωq)) and Ωk = Ωk(Ωq) are functions of
the given solid angle of the qth NR, which the integral of the surface charge is taken
over. From Eq. (2.2), the induced surface charge on particle q is given by
σq =
∑
n,µ
σ˜nµ,qYnµ(Ωq)
=
∑
n,µ
βµnxnµ,qYnµ(Ωq) (2.12)
Using Eqs. (2.7), (2.9) and (2.12) we can write the electrostatic interaction between
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particles k and q as a superposition of oscillating modes [108].
Vkq =
∑
l,m
∑
n,µ
xnµ,qβ
µ
nA
mµ
ln τ˜lm,k (2.13)
with
βµn = noe
√√√√ 2∂P
µ
n
∂αoq
dqP
µ
n (αoq)
(2.14)
and
Amµln = 2πdq
sinhαoq
sinhαok
Pml (α
o
k)
Wml (α
o
k)
Jmµln (2.15)
Here l(n) and m(µ) are the multipolar indices of each individual particle k(q) in the
system, while αok(q) represents evaluation at cosh(α
o
k(q)).
2.3.3 Axially symmetric configuration
For the AS orientation, the Lagrangian is diagonal in the azimuthal index m. Hence,
the interaction term given by Eq. (2.11) is simplified by setting m = µ for all primitive
modes.
Fig. 2.3 shows the NR dimer plasmon energies as a function of interparticle sepa-
ration for longitudinal and transverse polarization. For large separations, the effective
coupling between NRs is weak, and the dimer modes are essentially bonding and anti-
bonding combinations of NR plasmons of the same index, l. Since the interparticle
interactions decrease rapidly with multipolar index l, the splitting between bonding
and antibonding modes decrease with increasing l. As the dimer separation decreases,
the interactions between primitive modes of different l increase resulting in signifi-
cantly hybridized dimer modes. We will refer to such hybridized dimer modes with
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(a)
m=0
(b)
m=1
Figure 2.3 : Calculated longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) plasmon energies as a
function of interparticle separation for a silver NR dimer for the AS configuration.
The curves illustrate the bonding and anti-bonding dimer plasmons derived from
individual primitive plasmon energies of a single NR. The inset in (b) is a close-up
around the l=1, m=1 hybridized modes.
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the multipolar index l to which they correspond in the limit of large separation. The
hybridization with higher l modes can most clearly be seen for the dipolar dimer plas-
mon for longitudinal polarization where the bonding-antibonding splitting becomes
noticeable asymmetric for short separation. However, the asymmetry is lower than for
a nanosphere or nanoshell dimer [108], indicating that the hybridization with higher
l modes is weaker in the NR system. As in the case for a nanosphere dimer the bond-
ing resonance has parallel orientation of the dipole moments while the antisymmetric
mode has anti-parallel alignment making this mode dark [108].
For transverse polarization m = 1 (Fig. 2.3b), the NR dimer behaves quite differ-
ently from a nanosphere dimer. For the aspect ratio ζ = 10/3, the dipolar NR mode
is not the lowest energy mode (Fig. 2.2) but lies between the l = 16 and l = 17 modes.
The lowest energy NR mode is the l=5. The interactions with the 2 < l < 16 modes
thus blueshifts the hybridized dipolar dimer modes causing an upward asymmetry of
the dipolar bonding and antibonding dimer modes. As in the case of a sphere dimer
the plasmonic interactions for transverse polarization are weaker than for longitudinal
polarization and the bonding plasmons are dark [48].
In Fig. 2.4 we compare the optical absorption σ(ω) calculated using PH and FDTD
[110] for different dimer separations. The curves agree very well. For longitudinal
polarization, the major absorption feature is the bonding dipolar resonance discussed
in Fig. 2.3a. The weak feature that appears around 3 eV for the shortest dimer
separation is the quadrupolar dimer resonance which become dipole active due to the
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(a)
(b)
PH
PH
FDTD
FDTD
Energyȱ[eV]
Figure 2.4 : Comparison of the optical absorption for a silver NR dimer in the AS
configuration calculated using PH and FDTD for longitudinal (a) and transverse
(b) polarizations as denoted by the arrows. The dimer separations are D = 21 nm
(solid), D = 23 nm (dashed) and D = 27 nm (dot-dashed). The absorption curves
are calculated using a damping δ=0.1 eV and have been normalized.
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hybridization with the dipolar modes. For transverse polarization, the peak is the
antibonding dipolar transverse mode shown in the inset in Fig. 2.3b.
Aspectȱratioȱ
Ώ
[n
m
]
Figure 2.5 : Comparison of the longitudinal l = 1 (black), 2 (red), and 3 (blue) modes
for an individual silver NR (solid) and a NR dimer in the AS configuration (dashed)
as a function of aspect ratio. The major axis is kept constant at a=10 nm, and for
the dimer the separation is D=21 nm. The inset is a plot of the wavelengths of the
l=1 modes for smaller spans of ζ .
To further investigate how the hybridization in a NR dimer is influenced by the
aspect ratio of the NR, in Fig. 2.5 we compare the lowest order longitudinal dimer
resonances with the corresponding individual NR modes for a fixed dimer separation
but different aspect ratios. The figure shows that the hybridization decreases for
higher order multipolar l modes and with increasing aspect ratio, with the sphere
dimer ζ = 1 exhibiting the largest shifts. The reduction of the hybridization for a
NR of large aspect ratio is due to the reduction of the surface charges at their tips
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with increasing aspect ratio. The inset in Fig. 2.5 is a close-up of the wavelengths of
the dipolar NR and NR dimer modes as a function of aspect ratio and shows a linear
trend in agreement with previous studies. [100].
2.3.4 Parallel configuration
The plasmon hybridization for the PA configuration of two NRs is quite complicated
due to the fact that primitive plasmons of different azimuthal m can interact and
hybridize. Thus the interaction term Eq. (2.11) is no longer diagonal in m and µ.
The optical properties will be determined by the admixture of the primitive dipolar
plasmons in the hybridized NR dimer modes. As shown in Fig. 2.2, for an aspect ratio
of ζ = 10/3 the three lowest energy primitive plasmon modes are the longitudinal
l = 1−3 NR modes. These modes lie significantly below the transverse modes and will
therefore predominantly interact with each other and determine the optical spectra
for longitudinal polarization.
In Fig. 2.6 we show the energy of the hybridized l = 1− 3 modes as a function of
dimer separation. For longitudinal polarization the strongest optically active modes
are the antibonding dipolar NR dimer modes which blueshift with decreasing dimer
separation. These modes are mostly longitudinal (m = 0) in nature. As will be
discussed below, the bonding l = 2 NR dimer mode contains a small admixture of
primitive m = 1, l = 1 plasmons.
For transverse polarization, light will couple into the NR dimer through the prim-
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Figure 2.6 : Calculated dimer plasmon energies for a silver NR dimer as a function
of interparticle separation for the PA configuration. The curves show the l = 1 −
3 bonding and anti-bonding longitudinal dimer plasmons derived from individual
primitive plasmon energies of an individual NRs for polarization parallel to the long-
axis.
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itive m = 1, l = 1 plasmons around 3.8 eV. Due to the enlarged lateral width of
the junction compared to the AS configuration, the interaction between the primi-
tive plasmons on the two NRs will be much stronger and result in a multitude of
dipole-active, higher order, multipolar NR dimer modes.
In Fig. 2.7 we compare the optical absorption calculated using PH and FDTD for
different dimer separations and polarizations. As for the AS configuration the curves
agree very well with each other. For longitudinal polarization, the major absorption
feature is the antibonding dipolar resonance discussed in Fig. 2.6.
For transverse polarization the hybridization is more complex. For the largest
separations, the peak is a pure bonding m = 1 dipolar dimer mode. As D is decreased
this mode redshifts and exhibits significant avoided crossings with many of the l > 2,
m = 1 modes. For the shortest separation, the spectrum displays two features. The
weak resonance around 2.8 eV is the hybridized bonding l = 2 mode mentioned in
Fig. 2.6. As illustrated in the inset, the primitive m = 0, l = 2 mode can interact with
the primitivem = 1, l = 1 mode of an adjacent NR. The resulting hybridization makes
this mode excitable also for transverse polarization. The broad asymmetrical feature
around 3.7 eV consists of several strongly hybridized dimer modes as illustrated by the
dotted line. The three dominant peaks at 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 eV all contain significant
admixtures of primitive m = 1, l = 1− 5 modes.
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Figure 2.7 : Optical absorption spectra of the silver NR dimer in the PA configu-
ration calculated using PH and FDTD and a damping δ = 0.1 eV. Panel (a) is for
longitudinal polarization and (b) is for transverse polarization as indicated by the ar-
rows. Dimer separations are D = 7 nm (solid), D = 9 nm (blue dashed) and D = 13
nm (red dot-dashed). The dotted line in panel (b) is calculated using a damping
δ = 0.01 eV. The inset illustrates the coupling between primitive m = 0, l = 2 and
m = 1, l = 1 plasmons on adjacent NRs.
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2.4 Electric field enhancements
Here we will discuss how the PH method can be extended to the calculation of the
local electric field enhancements. To simplify the description we employ a vector
notation [111]. For a NR dimer interacting with an incident dipolar field of strength
E0 exp[−iωt], the Lagrangian takes the form,
Ltot =
1
2
~˙XT Tˆ ~˙X − ~XT Vˆ ~X − E0 exp[−iωt] ~DT χˆβˆ ~X. (2.16)
The vector ~X is the scaled primitive plasmon amplitude, Tˆ and Vˆ are the kinetic and
potential energy matrices, χˆ is the matrix relating the total charge vector ~τ to the
free charge ~σ, βˆ is the matrix relating ~σ and ~X, and ~D is the vector with the dipole
moments of the primitive plasmon modes [106]. Using the Euler-Lagrange equations
the primitive plasmon amplitudes can be obtained as,
~X = E0[ω
2Tˆ − (Vˆ + Vˆ T ]−1(χˆβˆ)T ~D. (2.17)
Using ~τ = χˆβˆ ~X, the total charges can then be calculated as a function of the frequency
and polarization of the incident light. Using Eq. (2.9) the total electrostatic potential
can be expressed as the product Φ = ~Y T Hˆ~τ , where the matrix Hˆ is defined by
Eq. (2.9) and ~Y is a vector representing the basis of spherical harmonics. The local
electric field enhancements are then simply obtained from the gradient of Φ.
In Fig. 2.8 we compare the local field enhancements for a nanosphere dimer cal-
culated using PH and FDTD. As can be seen the calculations agree very well. The
maximum field enhancement are around 300. The large field enhancements induced
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PH FDTD
Figure 2.8 : Electric field enhancements for a silver nanosphere dimer for longitudinal
polarization of the incident light calculated using the PH and FDTD method. The
radii of the spheres are 10 nm and their separation is D=21 nm. The frequency of
the incident light is 3.09 eV for PH and 2.95 eV for FDTD, corresponding to resonant
excitation of the dipolar longitudinal dimer plasmon. The damping is δ = 0.1.
in the nanosphere dimer are caused by the strong hybridization and admixture of
higher primitive multipolar modes in the longitudinal dimer plasmon resonance [108].
In Fig. 2.9, we show the electric field enhancements for the NR dimer for different
orientations and polarizations. The largest field enhancement for the PA configuration
100 is obtained for transverse excitation. The largest field enhancement for the AS
configuration 300 is obtained for the longitudinal excitation. This field enhancement
is similar to that found for the nanosphere dimer shown in Fig. 2.8.
The electric field enhancement in a NR dimer will obviously depend on the aspect
ratio of the individual NR. To illustrate this we have calculated the maximum field
enhancements for a NR dimer with a fixed junction width 1 nm for NRs of different
aspect ratios. For a NR dimer with a = 10 nm the maximum field enhancement
increases monotonously from 190 for b = 1 nm to 300 for b = 10 nm (sphere). The
physical reason why the field enhancements for the NR dimer are smaller than those
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Figure 2.9 : Electric field enhancements in the silver NR dimer system for the AS (a)
and PA (b) configurations for different polarizations of the incident light as indicated
by the white arrows. The geometry of the NR is a = 15 nm and b = 4.5 nm. The
dimer separations are 31 nm (AS) and 10 nm (PA). The frequencies correspond to
resonant excitation and are shown in the panels. The damping used is δ = 0.1.
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for a sphere of radius R = a is that the hybridization is smaller for a NR dimer as is
also illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Although the primitive longitudinal dipolar NR plasmons
provide larger field enhancements than the primitive dipolar nanosphere modes, fewer
higher order multipolar modes are mixed into the hybridized dimer mode. For a NR
dimer of fixed minor axis b = 10 nm, the maximum field enhancements increase
monotonously with increasing major axis, a.
2.5 Conclusions
We have extended the plasmon hybridization method to NR dimers in symmetric
and asymmetric situations. The NR dimer plasmons are formed from hybridization
of the individual NR plasmon modes. The plasmonic interactions between the two
NRs depend strongly on the relative orientations of the particles. The largest electric
field enhancements are induced for a NR dimer in a symmetric axial configuration.
The magnitude of the field enhancements depend on the aspect ratio of the NRs.
For a NR dimer in an axial configuration and fixed overall length, the largest field
enhancements are obtained for aspect ratios equal to 1, i.e. spheres. Our approach
can easily be applied to heterodimer situations in which two NRs of arbitrary spatial
orientation and size couple to an incident electromagnetic field.
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Chapter 3
A Kirchhoff solution to metal nanoparticles2
In this chapter we continue our description of MNPs within the quasi-static approxi-
mation and show that within the Rayleigh size regime, the optical response of metal
nanoparticles is governed by Kirchhoff’s equations. Changes to the conductivity upon
excitation of a surface plasmon result in dynamics which allow one to differentiate
between the relaxation rate of a collective response and the average collision time of
free electrons. Finally, by including spatial dispersion within the free electron gas of
two capacitively coupled MNPs, a classical picture of the charge transfer regime is
formed.
3.1 The advantage of small particle models
In future optical devices amplified electromagnetic fields [5, 63] resulting from sus-
tained plasmons [15,16] within MNPs will play a crucial role in experimental design.
Applications using strongly coupled plasmons at MNP surfaces [112,113] benefit from
models that can identify proximity effects such as conductive contact [102], which can
alter the intended response of a plasmonic device.
2 This chapter is based upon the manuscript entitled “A Kirchhoff solution to metal nanopar-
ticles” by Britain Willingham and Stephan Link, currently under review.
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Numerical implementations of Maxwell’s equations well describe the optical re-
sponse of MNPs observed experimentally [36, 114] but often hide the inner workings
of MNPs. Instead, small particle solutions offer keen insight into factors which can
dictate the dynamics of surface plasmons such as a MNP’s shape [21,115,116], surface
irregularities [117] or material anisotropy [118]. A consistent method to determine
parameters such as the relaxation time τ ∗ of surface plasmons [119], composed of free
electrons of lifetime τ 6= τ ∗, would facilitate the separation of the radiative decay
channel upon implementation into full scattering solutions [69].
In this chapter, we show that Ohm’s law results in passive circuit components
representing the optical response of intrinsic mechanisms within MNPs [120]. Kirch-
hoff’s equations then govern the dynamics of free electrons within Drude’s theory. By
considering conductivity changes within the intraband, an analytical equation for the
decay rate of quasi-free electrons shows an (~ω)2 dependence on the photon energy.
By considering the spatial dispersion of free electrons within MNP dimers, calculated
optical absorption trends help bridge the quantum and classical description of surface
plasmons within the charge transfer regime [102,121].
3.2 Circuit model of a MNP
Fig. 3.1 shows a MNP situated in a harmonic field, E0e
−iωt, originating from charge
on a remote AC -fed capacitor. The metallic state is described by a Drude model [122],
where the conduction of quasi-free electrons is governed by Ohm’s law j = σˆE. Here,
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Figure 3.1 : A MNP of conductivity, σ = σ0[1 − iωτ ]−1, placed within a cylindrical
capacitor fed by an AC current. As r → ∞, the incident field, E0, is spatially
constant. The MNP surface interacts capacitively with the external agent, leading to
an equivalent high-pass filter schematic for MNPs.
σˆ = σˆ1 − iωχˆ1 is a diagonal tensor with components, σµν = σδµν , given by the AC -
conductivity, σ = σ0[1− iωτ ]−1. Its real component describes the conduction of free
electrons of charge density ρ = −en within the MNP, j1 = −nev = σˆ1E, while the
ionic susceptibility, χˆ1, leads to a frequency dependent phase shift, j−j1 = −iωχˆ1E,
of the induced current density, j = −iωP [123]. As a result of the transport of free
charge to the surface, depolarization of the internal field, E = E0 − BˆP, leads to
classical dynamics of the free electrons determined by Kirchhoff’s equations,
E0 = −iωLˆ(j − j1) + i
ω
Bˆj,
0 = −iωLˆ(j1 − j) + Rˆj1. (3.1)
The ambiguity attached to the optical properties of MNPs is clarified by its analogy to
the circuit shown in Fig. 3.1. Here, Rˆ = σˆ−1
1
, −ω2Lˆ = χˆ−1
1
, and Bˆ = 4πdˆ (tr(dˆ) = 1)
is a diagonal matrix containing the Cartesian geometry factors, dµ = eˆ
⊥
µ · dˆeˆµ [123]
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when projected onto each unit vector eˆµ (µ = x, y, z).
The displacement of the electron gas from the positive ionic background results
in a capacitance per unit length, Cˆ = Bˆ−1, due to charge separation at the MNP
surface. Cˆ is determined only by the shape of the MNP, and increases linearly
with an embedding medium [123]. At resonant frequencies in the optical and IR
regions (χˆ1 < 0), capacitive discharge of stored energy, U = (P† · Cˆ−1P)/2, drives
free electrons into coherent oscillations whose change in motion is impeded by the
reactivity, ωLˆ. For j = j1 + ij2, the Hamiltonian density of the MNP circuit in
Fig. 3.1 is
H = 1
2
(j†
2
· Lˆj2) + 1
2
(P† · Cˆ−1P)−P · E0, (3.2)
while its rate of change is Re{H˙} = −j†
1
· E/2, where j†
1
is the transpose-conjugate
of the observable current density. By considering Eq. (3.2), the full dynamics of free
electrons within MNPs can be investigated.
For a MNP described by the geometry factors, dµ, driven in each Cartesian direc-
tion by a field, Eµ = eˆ
⊥
µ ·E0, the peaks in absorption identify the resonance frequencies
of the MNP circuit where the total complex impedance becomes real. Fig. 3.2-a shows
the time-averaged power loss per unit volume [60], Pavg =
∑
µPµ = −Re{H˙}, within
an ellipsoidal MNP, (x/a)2+(y/b)2+(z/c)2 = 1, of dimensions a = 2b = 3c, where
E0 = (eˆx + eˆy +
√
2eˆz)/2. The peak locations are determined by considering the
conservation of energy, Re{H}, of the free dynamics (E0 = 0) where the conversion
from optical to mechanical energy is maximum. Each resonance frequency, ωµ, de-
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pends upon the dispersion of free electrons εˆ1 = 1ˆ+4πχˆ1, as well as their dissipation
εˆ2 = 4πσˆ1/ω according to,
ε1(ωµ)− [1− ε1(ωµ)] 1
Q2µ
= 1− 1
dµ
. (3.3)
Here, εˆ = εˆ1 + iεˆ2 is the dielectric function of the free electrons and Qµ = [1 −
ε1(ωµ)]/ε2(ωµ) are the Cartesian components of the quality factor determined by
the MNP circuit in Fig. 3.1. For a DC -conductivity expressed as the bulk plasma
frequency [122], 4πσ0 = ω
2
pτ , Eq. (3.3) results in the quasi-static Mie resonances,
ω2µ = ω
2
pdµ. In the optical and near-IR, Qµ = ωµτ ≫ 1 for most simple metals.
Consequently, Eq. (3.3) then takes on the well known form ε1(ωµ) = 1− 1/dµ [3].
The constant line-width, Γ = ~τ−1, of each absorption peak in Fig. 3.2-a charac-
terizes the single decay mechanism of Drude’s model of the metallic state [31], and
reflects the equal strength of the free electron oscillations in each Cartesian direction
within an isotropic material. This is evident by considering the resonance condition
of Eq. (3.3). For a free electron gas, the Mie resonances are exactly the frequencies
at which the LC -impedance of the MNP circuit in Fig. 3.1 vanish, ω2µ = (LµCµ)
−1.
This condition leads to electronic current density, eˆ⊥µ · j1 = −iωµCµEµ, whose drift
velocity suffers no resistance to flow. For the condition, ωµτ ≫ 1, this impedance
match leads to a simple relation concerning the power consumption of excited surface
plasmons in each Cartesian direction, Pµ/Pν ≈ (Eµ/Eν)2. As Fig. 3.2-a shows, the
power absorbed in the eˆx and eˆy directions is indistinguishable in magnitude, despite
the different geometry factors and conductivity associated with each resonance. As a
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Figure 3.2 : Power loss per unit volume within a metal ellipsoid of dimensions,
a = 2b = 3c, when excited by a field, E0 = (eˆx + eˆy +
√
2eˆz)/2. (a) Free elec-
tron metal with relaxation rate of Γ = ~τ−1 = 0.2 eV, and bulk plasma frequency,
~ωp = 9.2 eV. Peak absorption occurs at frequencies where the LC -impedance of the
MNP circuit vanishes, ω2µ = (LµCµ)
−1. (b) Screening in the eˆz direction, εz ={1, 1.5,
2}, red-shifts the surface plasmon energy, ~ωz. The effective mass due to screening
results in a decrease in average power consumption. Peaks due to unscreened (∆ˆ = 0ˆ)
excitations in the eˆx and eˆy directions are unchanged in location and magnitude.
result, the power consumption in the eˆz direction is twice that of either orthogonal
counterpart, Px ≈ Py ≈ Pz/2.
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3.2.1 Screening of free electrons
To further model the optical response of MNPs we must account for the changes
in dynamics upon screened interactions, such as non-local models, σˆ(q, ω), and the
influence of the core-potential [124]. We neglect e-e interactions, and first determine
the additional MNP circuit components upon changes in the ionic susceptibility, χˆ∗
1
=
χˆ1+∆ˆ, where εˆd = 1ˆ+4π∆ˆ. To amend Fig. 3.1, we note that previously the complex
impedance of the inductive circuit component of the MNP was given as ZˆL = −iωLˆ =
(−iωχˆ1)−1. By taking into account the change in the complex conductivity tensor,
σˆ∗ = σˆ1 − iωχˆ∗1, changes to the susceptibility screen the dynamics of free electrons
via an effective capacitance, ZˆC = (i/ω)∆ˆ
−1, in parallel with the original inductance
of the free electron motion. By The´venin’s theorem an effective capacitance, Cˆ∗ =
Cˆ + ∆ˆ, and a screened source, Cˆ∗E∗
0
= CˆE0, can be constructed to replace the
original components in an equivalent MNP circuit, analogous to the bulk metallic
response of dressed ions to an electronically screened external field [24].
In Fig. 3.2-b the consequences of screening on the average optical power consumed
within the previously described ellipsoidal MNP are shown. By increasing the effec-
tive capacitance in the eˆz-direction (εz = eˆ
⊥
z · εˆdeˆz) the resonance frequency of the
independent electrons decrease via Eq. (3.3) as the effective mass tensor increases as
a function of the MNP shape, mˆ∗ = [1ˆ + dˆ(εˆd − 1ˆ)]mˆ. This reflects the screened
geometry factors, mˆ∗dˆ∗ = mˆdˆ, that result from the mutual polarization of free
electrons and the ionic background. This increased inertia red-shifts the collective
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oscillations while reducing the power consumption of surface plasmons by the ratio
of the electron’s renormalized mass, P∗µ/Pµ ≈ (mµ/m∗µ)2.
3.2.2 Lifetime of plasmons
Screened electrons with effective mass reluctantly react to fields when compared to
conventional free electrons. Despite this decoherence, the relaxation time of the
surface plasmons remained that of the average electron collision interval, τ [125]. We
expect conduction to the MNP surface to differ from the free electron case, being
characterized by increased conductivity, σˆ∗
1
= σˆ1 + δˆ, at the onset of a collective
motion of electrons. Here, the perturbation tensor δˆ is represented as an additional
parallel resistance to the MNP circuit in Eq. (3.1). The bandwidth of oscillating
surface plasmons, Γˆ∗ = −χˆ−1
1
σˆ∗
1
, results in the relaxation rate for a collective motion
of correlated electrons, Γˆ∗ = Γˆ−χˆ−1
1
δˆ, where Γˆ is a diagonal tensor with components,
Γ = ~τ−1. The decay rate of surface plasmons at resonance, ~ωµ, in each Cartesian
direction is now given by,
1
τ ∗µ
=
1
τ
[
1 +
δµ
σ0
(1 + τ 2ω2µ)
]
. (3.4)
The surface plasmon bandwidth of Eq. (3.4) goes as (~ωµ)
2, as in the low frequency
region of weak e-e interactions within Fermi-liquids and is consistent with the shape
dependent damping experimentally observed in MNPs [21, 116].
Fig. 3.3-{a-c} highlights the importance of Eq. (3.4) when describing the optical
absorption of realistic metals. By introducing a positive DC -bias (δµ = +|X|σ0) to
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Figure 3.3 : Comparison of power loss per unit volume within a MNP described by free
electron oscillations of constant decay rate, Γ = 0.2 eV, discussed in Fig. 3.2-a (filled
curves) and when exciting surface plasmons with lifetimes given by Eq. (3.4) (solid
red lines) when: (a) δ/σ0 = 5×10−4,(b) δ/σ0 = 10×10−4, and (c) δ/σ0 = 50×10−4.
Peaks become increasingly asymmetric at higher energies, with surface plasmons blue-
shifting from their free electron resonance as a result of Eq. (3.3). Capacitive screening
has been neglected (∆ˆ = 0ˆ).
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the free electron conductivity and neglecting the red-shift due to screening (∆ˆ = 0ˆ),
peak absorption drops disproportionately as shown in Fig. 3.3-a. The Mie resonances
of Eq. (3.3) no longer provide an impedance match for the LC -components of the
MNP circuit. As a result, surface plasmons peak in amplitude when driven at fre-
quencies dependent upon their relaxation rate via Eq. (3.4), and for larger δµ(= δ) the
absorption profiles become asymmetric, Fig. 3.3-b. At still greater, static additions to
the conductivity, Fig. 3.3-c, one can clearly see that surface plasmons are blue-shifted
from the LC -resonance frequency of the free electron gas (filled curves), a condition
often reported for noble MNPs approaching the quantum size regime [126]. Here,
electronic “spill-out” can be interpreted as an impedance mismatch at the MNP
surface [127]. As shown, this is detrimental to the lifetime of the coherent state,
quenching the dipole moment while pushing resonant conditions to higher frequen-
cies [126].
3.3 Proximity effects in coupled MNPs
Proximity effects are the hallmark of small particle models [128]. To include capacitive
coupling between MNPs, vector components of the electric field in Ohm’s law are now
distinct multi-poles, E =
∑
lmElm, where Elm = −∇φlm forms a solution to Poisson’s
equation [60]. Using Eq. (3.1) with capacitive coupling coefficients [60] due to local
fields, E0 → E0 + Ei, within the ith MNP, where Ei =
∑
j 6=i Cˆ
−1
ij Pj/2 describes the
external field originating from the jth surrounding MNPs, coupled systems are easily
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investigated via Kirchhoff’s equations.
As an example, consider two metal spheres with geometry factors dl = l/(2l+ 1),
aligned along the eˆz direction. Each has a radius of a = 24 a0 (a0 = 0.529 A˚) and is
described by a Wigner-Seitz radius of rs = 3.0 a0 [121]. The free electrons decay at
a rate of ~τ−1 = 0.27 eV with spatial dispersion characterized by the conductivity
σ(ω, q) =
σ0
1− iτΩ(ω, q) , (3.5)
appropriate for the longitudinal hydrodynamic approximation. Spurious reflec-
tions [129] are accounted for by incorporating the modified boundary conditions of
Fuchs and Dasgupta [130]. Here, Ω(ω, q) = ω[1− 3
5
(vfq/ω)
2], and the Fermi velocity
is vf = 1.4 × 108 cm/sec. A capacitive bias is applied to tune the individual dipole
(l = 1) surface plasmons to 5 eV while screening from the polarizable background is
neglected (∆ˆ = 0ˆ) to compare with ab initio solutions [121].
Fig. 3.4 shows Pavg(~ω) for an incident field polarized along the dimer axis. As
the surface-to-surface separation, g, is decreased from g = a (top curve) to the short-
circuit limit g = 0 (red points) all optically active modes red-shift, but do not di-
verge [128]. Within the charge transfer regime (g/a0 < 4) [121], the hybridized dipole
mode red-shifts out of view (green curve) and is no longer amplified [102]. Higher
order plasmon modes are now driven to larger amplitudes [131], forming an absorp-
tion band at the onset of a charge transfer plasmon [102, 121]. Classically no new
eigenmodes appear [102], the optical sum rule conserves the spectral weight by shift-
ing power uptake to higher order modes, while the hybridized dipole (green curve)
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Figure 3.4 : Power loss per unit volume within a dimer of a = 24 a0 MNPs each
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(blue curve) higher order modes become dominant in amplitude. At g/a0 = 1 (green
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g = 0 (red points), higher order plasmon modes are left to harvest light at the MNP
surface.
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and quadrupole modes (red points) become quenched at close separations [131]. For
continuity between previous quantum calculations [121] and Kirchhoff’s solution, the
impedance mismatch due to electron spill-out at the jellium edge [124] needs to be
considered. As previously discussed, this should broaden surface plasmon modes while
further blue shifting their resonant energies.
3.4 Conclusions
Starting with Ohm’s law we have shown that the dynamics of MNPs can be described
by Kirchhoff’s equations. This model correctly identifies the conditions involving
resonance, consistently accounting for screening of free electrons upon excitation into
a surface plasmon. At resonance, these coherent states show a distinct relaxation rate
when changes from the constituent free electron conductivity take place. An example
showing the optical response of MNP dimers provides a classical description of the
charge transfer regime, and further highlights MNPs analogy to passive circuits [120],
as well as the insight provided when using a simple Kirchhoff solution to MNPs.
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Chapter 4
Absorption and scattering in strongly coupled 1D
MNP assemblies3
In this chapter we no longer consider just the quasi-static limit of MNPs, but move
into systems of considerable size, where scattering and absorption share equal roles
in the plasmonic response of MNP structures. Here we use vector wave solutions to
Maxwell’s equations, and consider a MNP to be described by a spherical geometry.
First we characterize perfectly linear 1D structures of MNPs. The saturation of
the optical resonance energy with growing structure size is briefly discussed and its
importance to sub-wavelength energy propagation is alluded to. By considering higher
order multipole modes in the solution to the coupled plasmonic system, we show that
closely spaced MNPs lead to the formation of super and sub-radiant plasmon modes,
which are then defined by characteristic surface charge plots. Relative amounts of
absorption and scattering losses are compared at the super-radiant plasmon mode,
and larger MNP structures with small interparticle gaps are shown to be highly
3 This chapter is based upon the manuscripts: (1) “Low absorption losses of strongly coupled
surface plasmons in nanoparticle assemblies” by Wei-Shun Chang, Britain Willingham, Liane S.
Slaughter, Bishnu P. Khanal, Leonid Vigderman, Eugene R. Zubarev, and Stephan Link, PNAS
USA, vol. 108, pp. 19879–19884, 2011. (2) “Energy transport in metal nanoparticle chains via
sub-radiant plasmon modes” by Britain Willingham and Stephan Link, Opt. Express, vol. 19, pp.
6450–6461, 2011.
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suitable for the design of efficient plasmonic nano-antennas.
Finally realistic quasi-1D structures of chemically prepared MNPs are optically
characterized. The limitations of capacitive coupling are identified using full scat-
tering solutions, while conductive overlap of MNPs (resolved using finite-element-
methods) is shown to be responsible for peaks in the near-IR of experimental spectra.
4.1 The importance of higher order plasmon modes in optical
spectra
One-dimensional, hybridized MNP plasmons form plasmonic antennas which can cou-
ple to guided modes confined to sub-wavelength dimensions [132], or can be converted
into intense local field distributions within MNP junctions [133]. In order to optimize
energy propagation along fabricated structures, such as linear chains, or facilitate
large electromagnetic field enhancements, exploited for localizing and amplifying ra-
diation in nanoscale structures, it is necessary to understand interparticle coupling
as well as energy decay channels [134, 135]. For a particle assembly, optical spectra
provide a means to analyze these important factors [136–139].
The largest local field enhancements are found within structures with small inter-
particle gaps between constituent MNPs [140, 141]. Here, the near-field strength is
directly related to the red-shift of the coupled MNP plasmons, as seen in the opti-
cal response of smaller assemblies of dimers and trimers [141–143], and results from
the increased hybridization between higher order plasmon modes [63]. Studies have
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shown that this spectral dependence of the electromagnetic field enhancements in
MNP structures often follows the collective scattering response [141, 144,145].
Using the coupled dipole approximation, it has been shown that the energy dif-
ference between scattering peaks for the longitudinal, L, and transverse, T , polarized
dipole resonances [45] along linear 1D chains is directly related to the bandwidth
of propagating surface plasmon polaritons, and therefore the coupling strength be-
tween constituent MNPs. The largest propagation lengths were then predicted at
the single MNP plasmon resonance [15]. As interparticle separations decrease dipole
interactions [45, 67, 146–151] are no longer sufficient and the increasing importance
of multipolar modes for decreasing particle separations becomes evident in optical
spectra and waveguiding applications [152]. Here, the appropriate inclusion of higher
order modes into scattering solutions results in the formation of super and sub-radiant
plasmon modes, whose characterization via optical spectra provide essential informa-
tion about propagating surface plasmon polaritons [153, 154].
Because stronger coupling occurs for closely spaced MNPs, more efficient plas-
monic antennas can also be realized for excitation at energies corresponding to super-
radiant plasmon modes rather than at the single MNP response, unless the magni-
tude of ohmic loss also increases and absorption losses become prohibitive. Therefore,
measuring both absorption and scattering cross-sections for coupled MNP plasmons
which include higher order modes is necessary to understand the interplay between
electromagnetic field enhancements and ohmic loss.
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4.2 Optical characteristics of finite chains of MNPs
First, as shown in Fig. 4.1, we demonstrate that the energy splitting, ∆E, between the
longitudinal and transverse polarized dipole resonances is highly dependent on both
particle separations and numbers, N . Using the partial scattering solution to Mie’s
theory [2] for multiple spherical particles as described by Ge`rardy and Ausloos [69],
the optical spectra of finite linear chains are obtained to gain significant physical
insight into the characteristics of propagating SPPs. Multipoles up to l = 20 were
included in the calculations and all results have been independently tested for smaller
chains of particles using the finite-element method.
In Fig. 4.1(a), we compare ∆E as a function of N for two interparticle separations
σ = 2.1 and σ = 3.0, where σ is defined as the ratio of center-to-center distance, d, and
nanoparticle radius, a, i.e. σ = d/a. The shift of the dipole resonance for longitudinal
and transverse modes converges for particle chains of roughly N = 10, independent
of σ [155]. The structure analyzed is shown in the lower corner of Fig. 4.1. The
constituent particles have a = 25 nm and are surrounded by vacuum. In all cases,
the optical cross-sections are normalized by N , while the incident wave vector, k, is
fixed perpendicular to the chain of particles situated along the z-axis. The material
response neglects small particle effects, and is described by a Drude fit to the dielectric
function of Ag, where the bulk resonance frequency is ωb = 9.5 eV, the non-radiative
decay is given by Γ = 0.1 eV, and the high-frequency limit is ε∞ = 5.0 [63]. For all
calculations the surface-to-surface separations are ≥ 1 nm so that non-local dielectric
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Figure 4.1 : Optical properties of finite chains with varying particle numbers N and
center-to-center separations d(σ) = σa, calculated by generalized Mie theory for Ag
spheres with radius a = 25 nm. (a) Energy splitting, ∆E, between the longitudinal
L(red) and transverse T (blue) dipole modes as a function of N for σ = 2.1, and σ =
3.0. (b) Optical extinction spectra of linear chains for L and T incident polarization
and varying N at σ = 2.1. (c) Dependence of the optical absorption and scattering
spectra of chains with N = 10 on σ for L-polarization. Note the different scales for
Qabs and Qscat.
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effects can be neglected [121].
The energy splitting, ∆E, which does not increase further upon addition of more
particles, is a direct measure of the particle-particle interaction strength and alludes
to an upper limit of the group velocity of SPPs [137]. If excited optically, chains with
smaller interparticle separations should provide larger group velocities with enhanced
propagation lengths, something not found in previous studies [15].
To determine the presence of higher order plasmon modes, we turn to the extinc-
tion spectra calculated for varying N at constant interparticle separation, σ = 2.1
(Fig. 4.1(b)). We first consider the longitudinal mode, which shows a drastic red-shift
from the single particle response at 3.46 eV to the eventual saturation at 2.31 eV as
N increases. The red-shift, due to increasing N and hybridization of higher order
plasmon modes between particles at close separations, is accompanied by a broaden-
ing of the dipole peak. Radiative damping as well as additional dipole-like modes,
seen as ripples to the blue of the main peak, contributes substantially to the width
for N ≥ 5.
For comparison, Fig. 4.1(b) also shows the extinction for transverse polarization,
resulting from the formation of anti-bonding hybridized modes which slightly blue-
shift to 3.64 eV at N = 50. This much smaller shift in resonance energy is due to
reduced plasmonic interactions of the anti-bonding modes compared to the bonding
modes for longitudinal polarized excitation [63].
By studying the effect of interparticle separation on the scattering and absorp-
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tion spectra separately, we can determine the contributions of super and sub-radiant
plasmon modes to the collective optical properties of finite particle chains. This is
shown in Fig. 4.1(c), where scattering and absorption cross-sections, Qscatt and Qabs,
of chains with N = 10 are compared for longitudinal polarization while varying σ.
Important differences are seen for different σ in the scattering and absorption contri-
butions to the overall extinction. Excluding the single particle Mie spectra at σ =∞,
it is clear that there are multiple peaks at increasingly distributed energies for smaller
σ. Regardless of σ, however, the super-radiant dipole mode in the Qscatt plots, having
all particle dipoles aligned parallel to the chain, forms the most efficient antenna,
losing energy predominantely through far-field scattering.
At σ = 2.1, the secondary dipole peaks between the main super-radiant mode
at 2.35 eV and the quadrupole resonance at 3.47 eV are sub-radiant in nature. As
shown below (Fig. 4.2), for sub-radiant modes, the surface charge density due to the
induced polarization forms domains of dipole nature which alternate along the chain
in standing wave configurations [153]. These optically active, or “bright”, sub-radiant
plasmon modes have non-zero dipole strength at close interparticle separations and
hence contribute to Qscatt, but always remain weaker than the super-radiant mode.
Absorptive losses, as inferred from the Qabs plots, exhibit a different trend. The
super-radiant dipole resonance broadens and decreases in intensity due to dynamic
depolarization [59], while the bright sub-radiant modes, like the one at 2.74 eV for
σ = 2.1, display enhanced Qabs compared to the main dipole peak. For small σ, the
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Qscatt and Qabs plots illustrate that the most efficient coupling of light to the chain
occurs at energies corresponding to sub-radiant and higher order modes, where losses
due to far-field scattering are minimized.
4.3 Identifying super and sub-radiant modes
We can identify super and sub-radiant plasmon modes by their distinctive surface
charge densities. Analysis of the induced polarization charge density waves can char-
acterize the resonant nature of optical features, like those discussed in Fig. 4.1. Shown
in Fig. 4.2 are the real surface charge densities, Re{ρpol}, for the super-radiant and
two lowest energy, bright sub-radiant modes of the N = 10 particle chain at σ = 2.1,
corresponding to Qabs of Fig. 4.1(c). From this vantage point, the incident wave vec-
tor, k, is directed out of the page and is longitudinally polarized along the length of
the chain.
The induced polarization charge density wave at 2.35 eV is characteristic of a
super-radiant plasmon mode. A line segment (black line) taken along the surface
of each particle through the chain axis, highlights the opposing concentrations of
positive and negative charge. A standing wave pattern is visible in the surface charge
density and is indicated by the magenta line, which identifies the plasmon mode as a
collective dipole antenna, whose wavelength, λ0, is equivalent to twice the length of
the nanoparticle chain.
At 2.74 eV and 3.04 eV, the surface charge density also displays standing wave
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Figure 4.2 : Surface charge density, Re{ρpol}, along a chain of N = 10 Ag nanopar-
ticles of radii a = 25 nm at interparticle separations of σ = 2.1. Polarization induced
charge density waves are highlighted by the magenta lines and have standing wave-
lengths of λ0/n, which is further illustrated by a line segment (black line) of the
surface charge density taken along the surface of each particle through the chain axis.
Collective excitation at energies corresponding to Qabs, shown on the left, induces
optically active plasmon modes of both super- (n = 1) and sub-radiant (n = 3, 5)
nature.
patterns due to the induced polarization (magenta lines) within the MNPs. These
standing waves have wavelengths that are equal to integer fractions of the wavelength
for the super-radiant mode, i.e. λ0/n. The overall dipole moment for these collective
resonances is diminished as localized charge distributions form dipole-like domains
which alternate along the chain’s length. Bright sub-radiant modes, like those shown
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in Fig. 4.2 are identified by odd fractions of the fundamental charge density wave,
n = 1, 3, 5, ..., and possess net dipole moments when excited in a collective manner.
Dark sub-radiant modes, characterized by even integer fractions n = 2, 4, 6, ..., possess
no net dipole moment when excited collectively, and therefore cannot be seen in the
optical spectra in Fig. 4.1. Both bright and dark sub-radiant plasmon modes give rise
to suppressed scattering, and can increase coupling to the incident field when excited
asymmetrically (see section 4.4), as the surface charge density wave now forms nodal
patterns which decay in magnitude along its length. Therefore it is expected that
intrinsic sub-radiant eigenmodes should support propagation of low-loss SPPs along
finite chains of metal nanoparticles [153].
4.4 The origin of sub-radiant plasmon modes
To further understand the physical nature of sub-radiant modes for particle chains,
we again assume each MNP to be within the Rayleigh size regime and perform quasi-
static calculations, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In the non-retarded limit, surface modes
are defined by conservative polarizations which are irrotational ∇×P = 0 [156].
Assuming a quasi-static response of the polarization P of each particle and in-
sisting that no bound charge is induced except within an infinitesimal volume at the
surface ∇ ·P = 0, the macroscopic fields are described by the solutions to Laplace’s
equation [157]. Because of the time-harmonic nature of the material response, a po-
larization current, j = ∂P/∂t with constant charge carrier density is included. Using
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Figure 4.3 : Quasi-static calculations of chains for σ = 2.1 (a) Extinction spectrum
for longitudinally polarized collective excitation and with N = 5. The inset illustrates
the trends of the l = 1 plasmon modes as a function of σ. The charge plot taken at
3.2 eV confirms the identity of sub-radiant modes. (b) End-excitation of finite particle
chains shows a progressive increase of the cumulative sum of the dipole moment at
sub-radiant modes for increasing N .
the Hamilton relations, this leads to the equations of motion for the multipolar mo-
ments of each particle [60]. By solving for P in spherical coordinates and neglecting
the contribution of the energy contained within the magnetic fields, the multipolar
moments, qlmi, are obtained by solving
l
2l + 1
qlmi +
∑
pk
N∑
j 6=i
Hlmipkj qpkj =
ω2l
ω2b
qlmi (4.1)
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where the ωl’s are the resonant modes of the system of spheres and Hˆ is a Hermitian
matrix representing the interaction of multiple particles [47]. The dipole per unit
volume of the ith sphere with unit vector nˆi normal to its surface is then given by
Pi = ∇i(
∑
lm
qlmi
la2l+1i
rli Ylm(θi, φi)), (4.2)
where ri is the radial distance from the center of the particle and Ylm are the spherical
harmonics. By adding to the Hamiltonian the energy loss of a system of dielectric
spheres placed in an alternating, uniform field in vacuum, we can solve for the induced
surface charge density ρpol,i = Pi · nˆi and the fields attributed to it. In Fig. 4.3(a)
we show the k = 0 quasi-static results from collectively exciting a small chain with
N = 5 particles at a separation of σ = 2.1.
The largest resonant peaks occur at the super-radiant dipole and quadrupole
modes at 2.86 eV and 3.5 eV, respectively, as shown in the lower plot of Fig. 4.3(a).
However, secondary peaks due to bright sub-radiant dipole modes are also visible in
the optical cross-section at 3.19 eV and 3.53 eV. Here, the energies are blue-shifted
compared to generalized Mie theory calculations due to the lack of phase retardation.
The inset plots the energy of the N non-degenerate eigenvalues [67] as a function of
σ. At large σ, all modes converge to the l = 1 mode of an isolated sphere. Only
the super-radiant and the two bright sub-radiant modes marked by the colored boxes
can be excited optically by a symmetric field, while the two dark sub-radiant modes
are optically inactive as a result of the mirror symmetry of their charge distribu-
tion [113,153,158].
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The physical mechanism behind the sub-radiant mode at 3.18 eV is illustrated by
plottingP·nˆ in the upper part of Fig. 4.3(a). The charge density varies asymmetrically
with respect to the center particle, which leads to near-fields that have odd parity
upon negation of their coordinates [113]. Hence, they possess a finite dipole moment
and can thus be optically excited. In contrast, dark sub-radiant modes, which lie close
in energy to their bright counterparts (black lines in the eigenvalue plot in the inset
of Fig. 4.3(a)) can become optically active upon end-excitation [153]. The charge
density obtained by quasi-static calculations shown in Fig. 4.3(a) agrees well with the
results from generalized Mie theory (section 4.3).
In chapter 5 we will consider conditions appropriate for waveguiding along MNP
structures, shown in Fig. 4.3(b) are the results of exciting the leading particle within
chains of increasing N at a separation of σ = 2.1, which demonstrate that end-
excitation creates a sub-radiant band of energies at which radiative decay is minimized
and efficient coupling to particle chains occurs. The cumulative dipole moments along
the z-axis are plotted for chains with varying N . For N = 5, the sub-radiant mode
at 3.18 eV gains magnitude with respect to the lowest energy super-radiant dipole
mode at 2.86 eV. This trend continues for larger N and is accompanied by a gradual
red-shift as indicated by the red arrow. We can further conclude that for chains with
larger N and at small σ, a broad band emerges consisting of low energy sub-radiant
modes. This is evident from the appearance of additional peaks associated with both
bright and dark sub-radiant modes, which at N = 50 become a broad featureless
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shoulder at the high energy side of the super-radiant dipole mode. The results of these
quasi-static calculations should also apply to larger metallic nanoparticles governed
by Maxwell’s equations, with local dielectric properties that are governed by a free
electron response.
4.5 MNP chains as efficient nano-antennas
As was stated earlier, MNP structures of sufficient size exhibit large field enhance-
ments and intense scattering at super-radiant plasmon modes, making them excel-
lent candidates for antennas in sub-wavelength plasmonic circuits [159, 160]. Small
interparticle distances in assemblies of many MNPs, as in self-assembled MNP
rings [19, 94], allow for a comparison between absorption and scattering losses re-
sulting from strongly coupled MNP plasmons.
We illustrate this in Fig. 4.4, where partial scattering solutions to Mie theory are
used to solve for the optical absorption (magenta) and scattering (blue) efficiencies
of linear chains of varying length composed of 40 nm Au MNPs [33], surrounded by
an effective index of refraction, n = 1.5. Each panel shows efficiencies of MNP chains
with interparticle gaps of 1 nm (solid line) and 20 nm (dash line), composed of N = 2
(A), 3 (B), 6 (C), and 10 (D)MNPs. For gaps of g = 1 nm, the super-radiant dipole
mode is red-shifted from 685 nm for a dimer (N = 2) to 862 nm for N = 10, while for
20 nm gaps, weak plasmon coupling reduces the spectral shift to only 20 nm, which
is further illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4.4A for chain lengths of up to N = 15. For
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Figure 4.4 : Absorption and scattering efficiency of ordered MNP chains. (A-D)
Scattering (QSCA, blue) and absorption (QABS, magenta) efficiencies of linear chains
composed of N = 2 (A), 3 (B), 6 (C), and 10 (D) 40 nm gold MNPs. The efficiency
Q is defined as the optical cross-section normalized by the geometric cross-section of
the total number of MNPs. Spectra were calculated for gaps of g = 1 nm (solid line)
and g = 20 nm (dashed line) between neighboring MNPs. The insets in A and B
show the resonance maximum and the ratio of scattering and absorption efficiencies
at the super-radiant plasmon mode for gaps of 1 and 20 nm as a function of MNP
number, N . The dotted horizontal line in the inset in B, QSCA/QABS = 1, is given as
a reference to illustrate when scattering becomes more dominant than absorption.
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both interparticle distances, the scattering efficiency at the super-radiant plasmon
mode furthermore increases relative to the absorption efficiency with increasing N .
This is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.4B where the ratio of QSCA/QABS is plotted vs. N .
However, only for g = 1 nm does scattering become more dominant than absorption
for the ordered linear chains in Fig. 4.4. The larger scattering amplitude is due to the
hybridization of higher order modes which result from increased coupling of closely
spaced MNPs, insuring an increasing dipole moment as more MNPs are added along
the length of the 1D MNP chain.
These results are consistent with calculations of MNP dimers [161] and hep-
tamers [162], showing that radiation dominates the competition between scattering
and absorption at the super-radiant mode, implying smaller ohmic losses and larger
local fields at red-shifted plasmon energies. This allows one to minimize absorp-
tive losses while maximizing electromagnetic field enhancements using closely spaced,
strongly coupled MNPs in the design of efficient plasmonic nano-antennas.
4.6 Characterizing conductive contact using optical spectra
To take advantage of strongly coupled MNP plasmons in devices such as the before
mentioned nano-antennas or in waveguiding applications, extremely small interparti-
cle gaps of a few nanometers must be realized. This can be achieved using chemically
prepared, self-assembled MNP structures [86,163–165]. Large, periodic assemblies of
MNPs can then be fabricated with a wide distribution of interparticle gaps, created
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at high throughput via pre-designed patterns. Here, we look to characterize a sin-
gle section of an experimentally prepared ring of MNPs [19, 86] assembled using a
bottom-up approach.
Fig. 4.5A shows the SEM image of the Au MNPs under consideration taken from a
section of the experimentally fabricated ring structure [94]. In order to access the en-
tire surface plasmon response of the MNP segment, electrodynamic simulations of the
local ring segment were carried out to validate and further interpret the experimental
results of broadband extinction collected over a spectral range of 500 − 1, 800 nm.
Fig. 4.5B shows the extinction spectra recorded with linear polarization both parallel
and perpendicular to the local alignment of the MNPs, as indicated by the blue and
red arrows in Fig. 4.5A, and plotted in Fig. 4.5B. The spectra for parallel polariza-
tion displays a strong peak at 1, 400 nm which showed strong polarization dependence
along the quasi 1D MNP structure, as well as multiple peaks between 500 nm and
1, 000 nm.
Using the experimental MNP arrangement, we calculated polarized extinction
spectra using the previously mentioned, partial scattering solution to Mie’s theory, or
generalized Mie theory (GMT) [69,78]. Fig. 4.5C shows the arrangement of 26 MNPs
that were all assumed to be 40 nm spheres, spaced at least 1 nm apart. Although
this presents a simplification of the actual system where the MNPs are highly faceted,
GMT has the advantage of being able to compute the collective optical response of
a large number of MNPs while including many multipoles. The calculated polarized
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Figure 4.5 : Experimental and simulated extinction spectra for a segment of an
MNP ring. (A) SEM image of a ring segment composed of 40 nm Au MNPs. (B)
Extinction spectra of the ring segment in A recorded with excitation polarization
parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) to the 1D MNP alignment direction. (C and
D) Calculated extinction for the ring segment marked by the magenta square in
A. The modeled MNP arrangement in C was taken from the SEM image, keeping
the minimum surface-to-surface separation between neighboring MNPs greater than
1 nm. (E and F) finite-element calculations for the ring segment marked by the
yellow square in A. For the finite-element calculations, the MNPs labeled 1− 8 and
9− 11 were allowed to touch and hence coupled conductively.
extinction spectra (Fig. 4.5D) show multiple plasmon resonances for wavelengths
shorter than 1, 000 nm, qualitatively reproducing the experimental results except for
the plasmon peak at 1, 400 nm, which is absent in the GMT calculations. Increasing
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the number of MNPs in the calculations did not push the longest wavelength surface
plasmon peak beyond 1, 000 nm, consistent with previous results showing that the
infinite chain limit is reached for about 10 MNPs [78, 155]. Because GMT matches
the experimental results well for wavelengths below 1, 000 nm the collective response
in this wavelength range is assigned to mostly capacitive plasmon coupling between
non-touching MNPs.
The longest wavelength surface plasmon resonance can be explained by conduc-
tive plasmon coupling for touching MNPs. Because GMT can only solve the optical
response for non-touching MNPs, we used finite element methods requiring signifi-
cantly more computer resources to solve Maxwell’s equations, and simulate the MNP
assembly shown in Fig. 4.5E containing only the first 13 MNPs. The calculated ex-
tinction spectrum with longitudinal polarization in Fig. 4.5F shows a strong surface
plasmon resonance at 1, 600 nm as well as several multipolar peaks with lower inten-
sities. For this MNP arrangement conductive contact for MNPs 1 − 8 and 9 − 11
was assumed. However, because of the limited resolution of SEM it was not clear
which MNPs were actually touching. Therefore, different MNP arrangements with
varying numbers of touching MNPs were simulated. The geometry shown in Fig. 4.5E
resulted in the best qualitative agreement between the experimental (Fig. 4.5B) and
calculated spectra (Fig. 4.5F). Further optimization of the MNP shape and assembly
geometry could in principle lead to better agreement between experiment and theory,
but the main conclusion here is that it is necessary to consider touching MNPs to
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explain the longest wavelength plasmon mode in the experimental spectra.
4.7 Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated the effects of higher order plasmon modes of finite
MNP chains on their collective optical properties. We showed that close interparticle
spacings between MNPs facilitate strong plasmon coupling resulting in the formation
of super and sub-radiant plasmon modes in linear 1D chains of MNPs, which can
be characterized by intrinsic eigenmodes or their unique charge density profiles. By
considering energy decay via ohmic loss or far-field radiation at energies corresponding
to the super-radiant plasmon mode, linear chains of sufficient size were shown to be
model candidates for future plasmonic antennas. Finally, by analyzing the optical
extinction in fabricated MNP assemblies with both analytical scattering methods
and grid-based techniques, the effects of conductive contact and capacitive coupling
were identified by noting simple differences in their respective optical spectra.
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Chapter 5
Energy transport along MNP structures via
sub-radiant plasmon modes4
Thus far, we have demonstrated that when MNP separations become small, higher or-
der plasmon modes play a significant role in the optical characteristics of MNP chains.
Close interparticle distances result in strong plasmonic coupling, a pre-requisite for
the formation of super and sub-radiant dipole modes. Our next task is to apply these
results to understand how sub-radiant plasmon modes contribute to transport prop-
erties when MNP structures, such as the 1D chains considered previously, are excited
at one end, as would be performed in a waveguiding experiment.
5.1 Finite MNP structures for waveguiding
A fundamental challenge in systems tasked with energy transport at the nanoscale,
is to overcome signal attenuation along structures with subwavelength dimensions.
Finite structures of MNPs have the potential to transport electromagnetic energy via
4 This chapter is based upon the manuscripts: (1) “Energy transport in metal nanoparticle
chains via sub-radiant plasmon modes” by Britain Willingham and Stephan Link, Opt. Express,
vol. 19, pp. 6450–6461, 2011. (2) “Electromagnetic Energy Transport in Nanoparticle Chains via
Dark Plasmon Modes” by David Solis, Jr., Britain Willingham, Scott L. Nauert, Liane S. Slaughter,
Jana Olson, Pattanawit Swanglap, Aniruddha Paul, Wei-Shun Chang, and Stephan Link, Nano
Lett., vol. 12, pp. 1349–1353, 2012.
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the excitation of their localized surface plasmons [15, 166]. The efficient coupling of
light to surface plasmons provides a pathway to distribute and direct energy among an
ensemble of particles [45, 167–169], but is often accompanied by losses due to ohmic
heating and far-field scattering at optical frequencies. Radiative relaxation can be
minimized by coupling to coherent electron oscillations whose optical properties show
a sub-radiant nature, providing a useable bandwidth at which leaky transmission is
suppressed.
To date, energy propagation in MNP assemblies has mainly been investigated
by determining the dispersion curves of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along
infinite structures [45, 146–151]. Calculations that include far-field interactions as
well as retardation and losses for linear 1D assemblies of MNPs with finite sizes give
rise to complex dispersion curves with large bandwidths and substantial SPP group
velocities [67,149]. However, these studies were limited to large interparticle distances
on the order of the particle radius since only dipole interactions were considered [45,
67, 146–151].
In comparison to infinite structures, the use of finite MNP chains as optical waveg-
uides provides a more realistic system [151, 155, 170, 171], as practical applications
would involve well defined finite assemblies of MNPs [172–175]. Here, non-degenerate
dipole modes appear as sub-radiant plasmon resonances that have suppressed radia-
tive losses when compared to super-radiant plasmon modes [79, 154,176,177].
In order to appropriately establish MNPs as prospective candidates for topical
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waveguides, close interparticle spacing and strong coupling which involves the hy-
bridization between higher order plasmon modes must be considered. As previously
discussed, a bottom-up aproach using chemically synthesized MNPs in finite nanos-
tructures allows for strong coupling throughout, but sacrifices periodic positioning
obtained by top-down methods, often resulting in structures with random positions
and variable interparticle spacings [178]. Thus, a theoretical investigation that con-
siders the relationship between optical spectra and SPP propagation in finite MNP
chains at close interparticle separations, but also includes the effects of local disorder
in particle positions, demands further attention.
5.2 SPP propagation in linear, finite chains of MNPs
Here, we use the exact solution to Maxwell’s equations for spheres to demonstrate
that the propagation of SPPs shows reduced decay with decreasing interparticle sep-
arations. End excitation of linear 1D chains of MNPs reveals a band of sub-radiant
modes whereby the decay of surface plasmon polaritons due to radiative losses is
minimized. Optical spectra are used to locate sub-radiant modes, and confirm that
their excitation results in the most efficient energy transfer throughout the optical
spectrum.
Fig. 5.1 displays SPP near-field intensities along a chain of N = 50 Ag nanoparti-
cles with a = 25 nm for different σ, where the coefficients for the incident field were
set to zero for all but the first MNP. The intensity profiles support the notion that
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Figure 5.1 : SPP near-field intensity profiles along Ag nanoparticle chains with a =
25 nm and N = 50 as σ is varied. The chains are excited at the end particle and
the intensity values are taken at the interparticle gaps. Excitation energies (eV) are
chosen to maximize SPP propagation and are shown in the inset as a function of
σ. Error bars represent the bandwidth for SPP propagation via sub-radiant plasmon
modes. Top: Real part of the surface charge density along the z-axis for a chain with
σ = 2.1 after end excitation at 2.62 eV.
sub-radiant modes efficiently absorb incident radiation, sustain suppressed radiative
losses, and thereby minimize SPP decay. The near-field intensity I = |Es|2
√
ε0/µ0
was determined at successive centers of the particle junctions along the z-axis, where
Es is the total scattered electric field including near and far-field contributions, and
ε0 and µ0 are the vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively. The chain was
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end-excited with multiple wavelengths of longitudinally polarized plane waves, excit-
ing both bright and dark sub-radiant modes [153]. I was then fit to an exponential
decay, I = I0e
−bz with decay constant, b. Fig. 5.1 shows the intensity profiles for the
excitation energies that yield maximum SPP propagation at each σ. For σ = 3.0, the
decay follows previous calculations showing maximum SPP propagation for excitation
energies near the single particle resonance [15]. However, smaller separations mini-
mize SPP decay at excitation energies corresponding to sub-radiant modes, which is
a direct result of plasmon interactions through higher order modes in finite particle
chains.
The inset to Fig. 5.1 relates the energies at which maximum propagation takes
place to each interparticle separation, σ. With decreasing σ, an increasingly broad
band of energies is observed where exponential decay of I takes place, coinciding with
the sub-radiant modes described in chapter 4. Here the loss is mainly dominated by
absorption as the intensity of the sub-radiant modes increases upon end-excitation
(see section 4.4). The SPP amplitudes decay exponentially like a system of damped
harmonic oscillators, consistent with a free electron response. Shown on top of Fig. 5.1
is the surface charge density, Re{ρpol}, at an excitation energy of 2.62 eV and an in-
terparticle spacing σ = 2.1. The induced polarization charge density alternates along
the chain, and displays even symmetry with respect to the center of the nanoparticle
chain. This is characteristic of exciting a dark sub-radiant plasmon mode [153], which
supports maximum SPP propagation with minimal radiative decay [79].
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Figure 5.2 : Correlation between optical spectra and SPP decay for N = 50 chains
of Ag nanoparticles with a radius of a = 25 nm for varying σ = 2.1, 2.4, and 3.0.
Upper left panel schematically illustrates the asymmetric end-excitation used in the
calculations of SPP propagation, where intensity values are sampled at the nanopar-
ticle gaps. (a) Plot of the 1/e decay length for each σ showing an energy band where
maximum SPP propagation takes place. Accompanying optical extinction spectra
confirm the assignment of this energy band to sub-radiant plasmon modes. (b), (c),
and (d) show intensity profiles where a maximum decay length is obtained at each
separation σ (color plots), compared to excitation at energies just outside the bands
highlighted in (a), which leads to strongly non-exponential intensity profiles.
In Fig. 5.2 we further verify the sub-radiant nature of SPP propagation in finite
nanoparticle chains by correlating energies at which maximum propagation takes
place to the optical extinction when the chain is excited collectively. Shown in the
lower part of Fig. 5.2(a) are the 1/e SPP decay lengths as a function of excitation
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energy for the three interparticle separations highlighted in Fig. 5.1. Comparison
to the corresponding optical extinction spectra (top part of Fig. 5.2(a)) illustrates
that maximum SPP propagation takes place at energies which correspond to sub-
radiant plasmon modes for all σ considered. At energies which lie outside this energy
band, the intensity fails to decay exponentially, uncharacteristic of pure propagating
SPPs. This can be seen from the intensity profiles for the three analyzed separations
at different excitation energies, as shown in Figs. 5.2(b)-5.2(d). In particular, at
σ = 2.1, (Fig. 5.2(b)), an excitation energy of 2.62 eV results in a maximum 1/e
decay length of 0.81 µm. Excitation at energies outside the band corresponding
to sub-radiant modes (and highlighted in Fig. 5.2(a)), e.g. at 3.14 eV and 2.2 eV,
drastically reduces SPP propagation. The same trend is also observed for separations
of σ = 2.4 and σ = 3.0, shown in Fig. 5.2(c) and Fig. 5.2(d). These results suggest
that low-loss SPP propagation occurs via excitations of sub-radiant dipole modes.
Interestingly, for the smallest interparticle separations, the excitation band for
maximum SPP propagation partially overlaps with the super-radiant plasmon mode,
possibly due to enhanced near-field coupling at close distances. Although an ex-
ponential intensity decay is observed (which is the definition of the energy band in
Fig. 5.2(a) and the inset of Fig. 5.1), the SPP decay length is significantly shorter for
excitation at energies corresponding to the super-radiant mode.
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5.3 Group velocity of SPPs in finite chains of MNPs
The results presented so far have shown that SPP damping is strongly suppressed
for sub-radiant modes. However, it is also necessary to examine the group velocity of
the propagating SPPs, which can be obtained from the SPP dispersion [45]. Shown
in Fig. 5.3 is a dispersion curve at energies corresponding to the sub-radiant plasmon
modes for an N = 50 chain of Ag nanoparticles with a = 25 nm separated by σ = 2.1.
The association between SPP propagation and sub-radiant plasmon modes in this
finite chain is illustrated by the red colored region, corresponding to the same colored
part in the optical extinction spectrum plotted in Fig. 5.2(a). The wave-number, k||,
for a particular incident excitation energy with longitudinal polarization was obtained
by fitting the Es · zˆ components along the particle chain to the equation of a damped
harmonic oscillator (shown in inset). For excitation at 2.62 eV, corresponding to a
sub-radiant mode, the decay constant, b, of the damped harmonic oscillator equation
is taken to be the exponential decay parameter in Fig. 5.2(a). For comparison, near
the single particle plasmon resonance at 3.45 eV, excitation of localized plasmons
leads to large radiative and intrinsic damping and therefore inefficient coupling along
the Ag nanoparticle chain.
The slope of the dispersion curve determines the SPP group velocity νg [152]. In
the region of minimum SPP decay, ∼ 2.62 eV, we find that the group velocity is νg/c ∼
0.3, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. In addition to the small damping and large
group velocity for SPPs excited via sub-radiant plasmon modes, it is important to
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Figure 5.3 : Dispersion relation for SPPs supported by a Ag nanoparticle chain with
a = 25 nm and N = 50 at σ = 2.1. The red colored region denotes the energy band
formed by the sub-radiant plasmon modes at which minimum SPP decay is found.
The inset illustrates the method used to extract the propagating wave-number k||
within the sub-radiant band and compares collective (2.62 eV) to localized excitation
(3.45 eV).
point out that the dispersion curve in Fig. 5.3 lies below the light line within the error
of the fitting analysis. This is consistent with low losses due to minimized radiative
decay as observed from the optical scattering spectra. Furthermore, it should be
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pointed out that the dispersion relation for the sub-radiant plasmon modes in these
Ag particle chains resembles the behavior of continuous plasmonic nanowires [179],
which support long propagation distances due to reduced radiative decay [180–182].
In Table 5.1, we present SPP propagation decay constants b [µm−1] for linear
chains of N = 50 Ag nanoparticles with sizes ranging from the quasi-static limit to
a = 50 nm. For increasing σ and decreasing a, the decay constant increases, de-
noting smaller propagation lengths. Smaller σ results in reduced decay constants
as multipolar contributions lead to suppressed radiative losses when excited at ener-
gies corresponding to the sub-radiant modes. For a = 50 nm and σ = 2.1 the 1/e
propagation length is ∼ 3 µm when excited at 2.47 eV, nearly twice as large when
compared to interparticle separations of σ = 3.0. For each particle size, the excitation
energies that yield minimum SPP decay are easily correlated to the optical spectra,
and lie between the main dipole resonance and the quadrupole mode. The width of
this band broadens for close interparticle separations, providing a unique optical win-
dow for excitation of sub-radiant modes within which efficient energy transfer takes
place. Particles with sizes near the quasi-static limit displayed decay profiles that
were in very good agreement with electrostatic calculations. The energy propagation
in chains of such small sizes is interpreted to be supported by the optical near-field
and its dependence on higher order multipole modes, especially for small separations
σ.
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Table 5.1 : Decay constants b(σ) as function of Nanoparticle Radius a.
a[nm] b(2.1)[µm−1] b(2.4)[µm−1] b(3.0)[µm−1]
0a 12.0 18.3 NAb
10 6.9 9.4 NAb
25 1.23 1.66 2.2
50 0.35 0.46 0.67
aquasi-static limit
bthe intensity profiles could not be fit to an exponential decay
5.4 The effects of local disorder on SPP propagation along
close-packed 1D structures
At optical energies, sub-radiant plasmon modes have shown to provide the backbone
for propagating SPPs along linear 1D structures. The large bandwidth occurring for
close interparticle separations is expected to apply to more general MNP systems as
well, like the one shown in Fig. 5.4, where the lack of local symmetry can lift the
eigenmode degeneracy, resulting in even broader sub-radiant bands, with large group
velocities and minimal signal attenuation for a number of frequencies in the optical
spectrum.
To create structures that have been fabricated from the combination of top-down
methods and the self-assembly of MNPs [6,178], we used a collision-driven, molecular
dynamics algorithm [183, 184] to create close-packed 2D structures within an imagi-
nary box, containing N = 1, 200 Au MNPs placed in random positions within a single
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Figure 5.4 : Section of a MNP assembly, containing N = 1, 200 MNPs, showing
closely spaced 50 nm Au MNPs with random positions to account for local disorder.
All particle-to-particle separations are ≥ 1 nm.
layer (Fig. 5.4).
To perform waveguiding calculations on par with an experiment, 15 multipole
modes were used in the expansion of scattering fields from each MNP, while the so-
lution method was altered to accommodate large collections of spherical particles as
well as incident fields corresponding to the fundamental TEM00 mode of a laser. Here,
the integral representations of the beam expansion coefficients were approximated as
analytical expressions [185]. The Gaussian beam, expressed within its local frame, is
then translated to particle centers using the vector spherical wave addition theorem.
Incident coefficients are subsequently implemented within the system of linear equa-
tions, and the appropriate partial scattering solutions are solved as in the plane wave
case [69].
Fig. 5.5 shows the near-field intensity along the entire MNP assembly of Fig. 5.4,
embedded in a refractive index of n = 1.5, resulting from laser excitation polarized
along its length (the x-axis) at 785 nm. Energy propagation due to the capacitive
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coupling and strong hybridization between higher order modes is clearly seen. In-
tensity is present at lengths ∼ 10 µm from the laser source, a noticeable increase
in propagation when compared to 1D assemblies of MNPs with larger interparticle
distances which couple primarily via dipole modes [166, 171].
Figure 5.5 : Near-field intensity of the laser profile and plasmon propagation in a
1,200 MNP chain for an excitation wavelength of 785 nm. The propagation length
corresponding to a 1/e decay length and determined by a width-average line-section
was L0 = 1.7 µm.
To access the propagation length along each MNP structure, width-averaged line
sections were obtained by averaging the intensity values of the calculated near-field
for each 1, 200 MNP chain over a nx×ny grid in the MNP plane at (z = 0). External
values of the electromagnetic fields were sampled just outside the structure boundary
and throughout the interstitial space between constituent MNPs. Values lying in the
y-direction, perpendicular to the long-axis of the chain and at the same x-coordinate,
were then summed up for each of the nx columns. Of the ny positions at each x, only
values external to the particle surfaces were accumulated to form the width-averaged
line section, allowing each final value along x to be normalized by the total number
of collected points at each respective position.
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Figure 5.6 : Decay of the width-averaged near-field intensity along a MNP chain
for different excitation wavelengths. The intensity is plotted on a logarithmic scale
and fitting of the data points starting at the right of the laser response yielded 1/e
propagation distances L0.
Fig. 5.6 shows calculated decay lengths for propagation along a MNP structure for
different laser excitation wavelengths. As in linear 1D chains, an excitation bandwidth
is formed where efficient surface plasmon propagation occurs. From 600 − 1050 nm
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L0 > 1.6 µm with a 1/e propagation distance as long as 2.62 µm at 950 nm. In
comparison, for laser excitation near the single particle Mie resonance of 550 nm,
no long range energy propagation was found [6]. Here, bridging the momentum
gap between the SPP and incident radiation via the excitation of localized surface
plasmons becomes increasingly difficult at such high energies and in close proximity
to Au’s interband edge [181,186].
The previous calculations show that by creating larger 2D structures of closely
packed MNPs an increase in propagation length was found when compared to 1D lin-
ear chains (see section 5.3), a trade off between propagation length and subwavelength
confinement observed in other plasmonic waveguides [187]. As of now, it is unclear
whether the mechanism behind such large propagation distances is a sub-radiant
response. Due to the broadening of the sub-radiant band at closer interparticle sep-
arations, we expect the disordered arrangements previously considered to possess
collective sub-radiant resonances within the eigenmode spectrum of an ordered 2D
MNP arrangement with all interparticle spacings set at the minimum distance of
1 nm. Therefore, to verify a sub-radiant mode through charge plots of a hexagonal
closed-packed (hcp) system at the same excitation energy, would further lend weight
to the sub-radiant nature of energy propagation seen in realistic arrangements with
local disorder.
In Fig. 5.7(A) we plot the induced polarization charge density along a hcp array
of MNPs when excited collectively by a plane wave polarized along x-axis at 785 nm.
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Figure 5.7 : Sub-radiant response of a hexagonal close-packed array of 50 nm Au
MNPs upon coherent plane wave excitation at 785 nm. (A) The sub-radiant nature
of the excited plasmon modes is identified by bands of alternating positive (red) and
negative (blue) charge domains along the length of the chain. Charge contributions
can be separated into domains of different phase, localized to regions on the edge
and within the interior of the MNP assembly as further highlighted by the higher
magnification charge plot in the right-hand panel. (B) Width-averaged line section
of the surface charge highlights the standing wave oscillations, characteristic of the
sub-radiant eigenmode of the system. (C) Closer inspection (red-box) of the charge
oscillations illustrates that the resonant domains are roughly 180◦ out of phase.
As in the 1D chain considered in section 4.3 of chapter 4, the sub-radiant response
is characterized by positive and negative charge domains which alternate along the
length of the MNP structure [78]. This phase difference also extends along the y-
direction, as can be seen in the upper right panel, where MNPs offset in the y-direction
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to one another also possess dipole domains that are ∼ 180◦ out of phase. To further
see this, in Fig. 5.7(B) we plot width-averaged line section values for the surface charge
plot∗ collected along MNPs forming the edge of the 2D assembly (black points) and
along the interior MNPs (orange points). As shown, the charge oscillations show
standing wave patterns characteristic of a normal mode of the system, while closer
inspection (red-box and Fig. 5.7(C)) of the charge indeed confirms the phase difference
of each domain and the sub-radiant optical response at 785 nm.
Having confirmed the sub-radiant nature of the hcp arrangement, we now compare
the effects of local disorder on the sub-radiant plasmon propagation at 785 nm. In
Fig. 5.8 we compare the propagation lengths of the hcp MNP structures against
assemblies in which MNP positions were randomly created. In all cases considered,
local disorder resulted in an increased plasmon propagation distance, similar to results
observed in photonic quasicrystals [188]. These results show that energy propagation
increases for local disorder. Propagation along hcp structures at even lower energies
may sample sub-radiant energies outside the eigenmode spectrum of the disordered
arrays resulting in very large propagation lengths. Though, this would also occur if
MNPs were simply placed in even closer, more tightly spaced disordered arrangements
or possibly in conductive contact. Either result or system points to a very promising
future for chemically prepared, self-assembled structures whose intrinsic heterogeneity
∗Calculations of the width-averaged charge followed the same method as that of the near-field
intensity, deviating only by accumulating x and y values within the boundaries and along the surface
of individual particles
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Figure 5.8 : Comparison of the plasmon propagation distances for a 2D hexagonal
closed-packed Au MNP chain vs. five randomly created MNP assemblies in which
disorder has been introduced. Excitation at 785 nm for a hexagonal close-packed
arrangement of 50 nm Au MNPs resulted in a shorter propagation distance compared
to chain structures of the same length with added local disorder.
would act to suppress unwanted signal attenuation, allow for excitation along any
part of a MNP waveguide, and provide large bandwidths for information transport
in printed nanocircuits of the future.
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5.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, using generalized Mie theory we have shown that propagating SPPs
along linear chains of Ag nanoparticles exhibit maximum propagation distances at
small separations when exciting sub-radiant plasmon modes. As the number of parti-
cles increases, these discrete modes form an excitation band at which radiative losses
are minimized, becoming increasingly broad at small interparticle separations.
Laser excitation of surface plasmons along assemblies of 1,200 Au MNPs arranged
to replicate experimentally fabricated structures consistently resulted in 1/e propaga-
tion lengths over 1 µm, while local disorder was shown to increase propagation along
these closed-packed arrays. Electromagnetic energy transport by optically induced
SPPs in collections of closely spaced MNPs offers distinct advantages for creating
optical interconnects between other waveguides since SPPs can easily be transported
around sharp corners or can be split, for example, into two SPPs in a ‘T’ - like
nanoparticle geometry. The results presented here also point to the use of chemical
methods to arrange nanoparticles in close proximity to each other, thereby maximiz-
ing SPP propagation as well as the excitation bandwidth formed by the sub-radiant
plasmon modes.
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